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INTRODUCTION

The reverberations felt from the creation of real-time
bidding (RTB) over a decade ago are still felt today.
Since, it has caused advertisers, agencies, ad technology
companies and publishers to race to build for a fully
enabled programmatic future. But, in order to predict the
future of programmatic advertising, we must first
understand the full journey we have taken since the first
digital banner ad in 1994.
It came from AT&T and appeared on Hotwired, an entity
of Wired and the first online magazine. The ad read “Have
You Ever Clicked Your Mouse Right HERE? YOU WILL.”
According to those behind it, it delivered a 44% ClickThrough Rate, mostly attributed to the fact that no one
knew what would happen if you DID click. Hotwired later
coined the term “banner advertising” and the revenue it
generated was a means to afford the editorial staff of the
magazine.
The success of those early banner ads and the growing
interest from advertisers to align with digital content
spawned a new prolific ecosystem housing digital
newspapers, searchable content, social networks, file
sharing services, portals and more all of which,
underpinned by digital advertising. Digital ad agencies, ad
servers, ad networks, paid search, etc. laid the ground
work for software services that could automate the
buying and selling of audiences and inventory.
Today, programmatic continues to disrupt the norms of
buying and selling, while creating opportunity for new
solutions across platforms. As we continue to watch the
share of digital advertising in relation to the overall
channel mix grow, so will the share of programmatic
within this mix and advertisers must be prepared.

In this Spotlight On Driving Programmatic Excellence,
MEC explores the genesis of programmatic advertising,
the current opportunities, the potential challenges and
strategies to prepare for the future.
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THE PROGRAMMATIC
JOURNEY
While programmatic is over a decade old, it is still very much in its nascent stages.
Here is a look at how we got here and the journey to our future.
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THE CURRENT
PROGRAMMATIC ECOSYSTEM
COSTS OF OPERATING PROGRAMMATICALLY
Developing a robust and effective programmatic strategy is a challenging endeavor, primarily due to the
fact that in programmatic’s eleven years of existence, the ground continually changes under the industry,
as more disruptive technologies join the marketplace and external forces such as ad blockers and
fraudsters adversely affect quality standards.
The first step in creating an effective strategy is understanding the constants that must be paid for in any
programmatic activation. No matter the amount of automation the programmatic future may hold, people
will still need to create the rules which govern the buys.
At the current state, this is actually becoming more and more complex requiring data scientists, platform
specialists and audience architects. Platform access must also be paid for and those fees can vary greatly
depending upon the level of service, if any, negotiated with a DSP. Some public companies have had to
disclose margins as high as 60% for managed service, meaning that for every $1 spend in advertising,
$0.40 is spent on the actual media. Lastly, media, of course must be paid for. Buying in the open
exchange is demand based while PMPs can help advertisers’ set their own rates but do not guarantee
any scale. In the next section, MEC will address the key questions to consider when it comes to operating
programmatically.
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GETTING STARTED
WHAT TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING A PROGRAMMATIC PLATFORM
There are many different types of programmatic partners available in the marketplace, some are point
solutions, some specialize in a specific tactic like retargeting, some provide full stack solutions (see
MEC’s Spotlight On Walled Gardens for more on these players), others represent media inventory as
well as RTB capabilities and some offer embedded data management platforms (DMPs).
The choice of who to work with can be daunting, but understanding how to support a programmatic
solution is the best place to start. Some advertisers with multifaceted portfolios and/or those with a
singular KPI tend to fund entire teams dedicated to programmatic either in-house or within their agency
of record, while other advertisers leverage the experience, proprietary technology and data that an
agency trade desk can bring to bear. There is no right or wrong solution as every business is different and
the best path is always the one that aligns with the business specifications.
No matter the scenario, at a categorical level, it’s always wise to inquire about a platform’s pricing
structure, bid management capabilities, access to data, ownership of data, analytical capabilities, cross device buying/measurement, company health, and proposed support staff/structure. Its also important
to understand what is an owned technology versus licensed and, if they are able to disclose, what the
research and development pipeline might look like.

Over the course of the last eleven years, mergers and acquisitions have been a driving force of change in
the advertising and marketing technology space. Companies ranging from Google to more recently,
Dentsu, purchased their own demand side platforms (Invite Media & Accordant, respectively). Xaxis
acquired Triad Media, the largest retailer and consumer marketplace in the world. Adobe, Neustar and
Oracle purchased their own DMPs and Yahoo and Facebook bought their own video SSPs.
This consolidation will only continue as competition and commoditization increase. When partnering with
any technology, its always prudent to consider how a company’s current market position may effect its
future as well as your partnership.
On the following page, we offer a deeper look at the key buy side (DSP) players in the programmatic
ecosystem.

WHAT CHANNELS COULD YOU BUY PROGRAMMATICALLY?
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GETTING STARTED:
THE DSP MARKET LEADERS
PRODUCT STACKS VARY GREATLY AMONGST TOP PROGRAMMATIC PLAYERS

As part of its initial offering, AppNexus was the first company
to integrate buying, selling, and ad serving capabilities all on
one platform. Since then, it has continued to develop best in
class, integrated RTB capabilities for both online media
buyers and sellers. AppNexus has been a technology pioneer
in display advertising from serving the industry’s first RTB ad
in November of 2008 to launching the industry’s first App
Marketplace in November 2011. Most recently, AppNexus
has gone all-in on mobile, with a fused mobile, video, native
and display platform providing a myriad of creative ways to
message consumers

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
ADVERTISER AD SERVER DSP
PROGRAMMABLE BIDDER
AD EXCHANGE
AD CLOUD
SSP
PUBLISHER AD SERVER
ADVANCED FORECASTING
DEALS
RTB

DataXu is a fully proprietary demand side platform. Up until
2011 their market differentiator was to not leverage cookie
level information as an optimization variable. Their
algorithms used IP level data based on the claim that, given
the price to buy 3rd party data, IP data was cheaper and
more efficient. With the growth of the data market in recent
years Dataxu has adopted a cookie targeting strategy along
with a fully functional DMP. Their IP level optimization
methodology is a market leader, particularly, for advertisers
concerned with OBA compliance.

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
DMP
DSP
AD CLOUD
AUTOMATED GUARANTEED
DEALS
RTB

Invite Media was the first Demand Platform to offer self
serve solutions to both the buy and sell sides in 2009. In
2010 Invite Media was acquired by Google, who has
seamlessly integrated Invite Media’s technology into the rest
of their technology stack offering a best-in-class solution for
advertisers not looking for multiple point solutions. Google’s
breath of products and customer base could be leveraged to
develop an innovative pipeline. Google also owns the largest
ad exchange (AdX) and video platform (youtube), and has
the greatest market penetration with both their publisher
side ad server (DFP) and buy side ad server (DCM). However,
depending upon the execution, Google could be paid
multiple times on any single impression transaction, calling
into question their impartiality.

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
DMP
ADVERTISER AD SERVER
DSP
AD EXCHANGE
AD CLOUD
SSP
DMP (Seller)
PUBLISHER AD SERVER
AUTOMATED GUARANTEED
DEALS
RTB
PERFORMANCE

GETTING STARTED:
THE DSP MARKET LEADERS
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Mediamath was founded in 2007, launching as a managed
service DSP. Their self service model rolled out in early
2011 along with a re-launch of their UI, TerminalOne.
Mediamath has been extremely active in the marketplace
acquiring new companies such as Adroit, Akamai, Tap.me,
etc MediaMath has been hard at work integrating these
disparate technologies into their own stack which already
7
included
a proprietary DMP which can operate on a cookieless basis if Akamai is used as a website’s content delivery
network (CDN)

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
DMP
ADVERTISER AD SERVER
DSP
AUTOMATED GUARANTEED
DEALS
RTB

The Trade Desk founders pioneered RTB for Microsoft back
in 2007 (adECN). Their recent growth and success focusing
their business on agency business development has them
functioning at tremendous scale and their IPO has their
common stock price at ~$18 (for reference, Rocketfuel is
currently ~$2.55). Superb support for managed investment.

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
DMP
ADVERTISER AD SERVER
DSP
DEALS
RTB

Turn entered the DSP market very early on as a full service
demand platform provider. Prior to that time, they operated
as an ad network. Turn still maintains revenue sharing
agreements from their ad network history. Turn was the first
DSP to offer an added value DMP for every advertiser using
their managed service RTB platform making them a great
solution for advertisers that are not interested in pursuing a
DMP point solution.

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
DMP
ADVERTISER AD SERVER
DSP
DEALS
RTB

Founded in 2011, Xaxis is the world’s largest programmatic
audience company connecting 3,000 advertisers with
customers across all addressable channels, in 46 markets,
globally. Xaxis launched its DMP, Turbine, in 2014 and
acquired Triad Media in 2016, the largest retailer and
consumer marketplace in the world. Additionally, Xaxis has
two specialists companies, Light Reaction and Plista with
mobile first and native solutions, respectively

AD TECH CAPABILITIES AND MARKETPLACES
DMP
PROGRAMMABLE BIDDER
ADVANCED FORECASTING
DEALS
RTB
AUTOMATED GUARANTEED
PERFORMANCE
ROBUST RETAIL DATA

THE FUTURE OF
PROGRAMMATIC

HERE COMES THE WAVE: THE INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT)…
We are on the cusp of a massive influx of connected devices and while data will continue to be the
digital currency, programmatic will be the piping on how it is traded across the consumer experience.
Any physical device with the capacity to collect and share data participates in IoT and enables these
devices to be controlled remotely and in some cases, autonomously. As original equipment
manufactures (OEMs) deploy more and more connected devices, product adoption increases and
consumer behavior changes, advertisers will continue to pivot in order to provide nonintrusive brand
messaging and in some cases, instant gratification. Programmatic will become the preferred conduit to
deliver these messages across all of these device types within the next 4 -5 years.

…BUT NOT WITHOUT ITS CHALLENGES
Programmatic, for better or worse, has become synonymous with simply automated buying but the level
of sophistication required to successfully realize the full potential of data-driven marketing is rocketing
into the stratosphere. The number of devices and their corresponding IDs will only complicate matters
further.
Algorithms have been, mostly, black boxes and advertisers and agencies alike, have been barred
access to fully understand how the engines were built. Beyond the lack of transparency, programmatic
algorithms were built to serve all buyers regardless of industry vertical. Programmable algorithms will be
a key tactic in the future in operating in a completely transparent manner and imploring participation so
that the advertiser can better understand what is ultimately driving business results. MEC is already
testing programmable algorithms for interested clients. Please contact your digital lead for more
details.

AND THEN THERE’S A FUTURE OF PROGRAMMABLE…
As technologies become more and more commoditized, some companies are offering programmable
algorithms which can be tailored to maximize a business’ own intelligence about what drives its’ results.
Full access to the programming language is possible, fueled by the advertiser’s own proprietary log-level
data (LLD) and customized to modify bids in real-time. Scaling these decisions across screens and
adjusting per-impression bids will help maximize the programmatic investment.
What does this look like in practice? A simple example is an MEC client who was interested in targeting
specific DMAs. MEC programmatic experts programmed the algorithm to incorporate bid modifiers for
the desired footprints effectively scaling daily spend by 10% with a cost per acquisition decrease of 14%
over the control group (no bid modifiers).
This is only the beginning. The future state of programmable media is even more exciting as the promise of
incorporating modifiable variables such as viewability and location will be realized. Today, geo -location, time
of day, browser, carrier, supply time, and a slew of other variables are available and this doesn’t take into
account an advertiser’s 1 st party LLD. In these scenarios, all bid modifiers customized logic is enhanced
with machine learning to expose new triggers previously unknown.
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THE FUTURE OF
PROGRAMMATIC
EVOLUTION ISN’T WITHOUT ITS CHALLENGES
As investment in programmatic channels continues to increase globally, both buyers and sellers are faced
with challenges from a technological interconnectivity perspective, inability to realize yield potential, a lack of
transparency in inventory/data, further adoption of ad blocking and the proliferation of fraud (ex.
sophisticated invalid traffic, SIVT).
While some companies will unjustly extract revenue from the current ecosystem, it is in the best interest of
both buyers and sellers to come together to tighten gaps in the supply chain so that more of buyers’ budgets
go to publishers and not to unnecessary middlemen.
The practice of establishing PMP deals has mitigated some of the bad practices currently residing mostly in
open exchanges but, that is only a first step.
Buyers, AdServers, DSPs, Ad Verification partners, Exchanges, SSPs and the publishers all have a part to play
in cleaning up the ecosystem. Without a unified front, programmatic as a means to transact across all
channels will continue to be marred by mistaken investment, preventing programmatic from reaching its true
potential

Ad viewability, transparency, supply chain obfuscation, bot fraud and data inadequacies are all issues of
concern in 2016 but, digital advertising history has taught us that where there is a deficiency in-market,
someone will look to solve it. The ad verifiers (ex. Integral Ad Science, Double Verify, comScore, etc.) have
already started solving for many of these issues with approvals from the Media Ratings Council (MRC) on
many of their products and it is expected that the market will right itself when both the demand and supply
sides push for better solutions.
.
Significant Challenges to Using Programmatic Buying Effectively, 2014 & 2016
(% of respondents)

2016

2014

Lack of visibility into data used to define targeted
audiences

49

Lack of inventory transparency
Lack of transparency to the costs within the
programmatic supply chain
Lack of transparency into firms along the
programmatic supply

56
59

43

64

37

21

55

Higher bot fraud in programmatic buys
Potential for buying traffic with little/no viewability

69
63
Source: eMarketer
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THE FUTURE OF
PROGRAMMATIC

MEC continues to ensure that we, collectively, are on the vanguard of programmatic and data-driven
personalization to deliver impactful results for our clients. In order to be successful, it is critical to have
an always-on management approach to programmatic activity, delivering optimization at a rapid pace.
By leveraging the knowledge from our extensive partnerships with ad technology companies and
internal teams, our Performance Marketing team is making certain that all executions, ad technology
stacks and data curation are bespoke and are primed to achieve their highest potential both
domestically and internationally (where applicable) for clients.

SO WHAT’S NEXT?
Digital advertising’s history has shown consolidation to be a trend, that more efficient and effect means
of operating succeed and that data is extremely important. With programmatic moving so quickly, we
predict the following will occur:
•

Mergers and acquisitions to continue unabated

•

Platform rates to decrease amongst competition and commoditization, increasing the amount of
investment pushed through programmatic pipes

•

Walled gardens will drop as advertisers look for accountability and integration (ex. Facebook video
reporting)

•

Data will continue to act as the new currency for digital media

We know that digital investment is growing, that the types of inventory (television, audio, rich media) and
how they are purchased programmatically (automated guaranteed, invitation only auction, etc.) can vary,
that the number of connected devices in an Internet of Things (IoT) world (cars, VR, etc.) will continue to
change what it means to be “addressable,” and that ad formats themselves will need to change and that
programmatic will be the pipes linking it all together -- this does not mean that all advertising will be done
programmatically.
But it does indicate a future where there will be a dichotomy between programmatic and non programmatic. The word “custom” cannot be used to just describe what will be non-programmatic media.
Programmatic strategy and its activation will need to become just as customized as any painstakingly
negotiated, detailed, sports sponsorship or brand integration.
This new fully customized world will require a range of different skillsets including, those whom are able
to effectively combine the new dichotomy as they will, inevitability, interweave. Programmatic and data
solutions are not meant to be kept in the backroom but rather at the forefront of all planning and buying
because that is what a glimpse into the future looks like.
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PROGRAMMATIC IS
AUTOMATED BUT LOGIC
AND DATA MANAGEMENT
ARE HUMAN

Distinct skillsets such as data scientists, platform
specialists and data architects will become increasingly
important to driving programmatic performance.

OUR FUTURE IS
PROGRAMMABLE –
WHERE EVER YOU LOOK

Soon, virtually all media will be made available
programmatically, including virtual media. Making
programmatic strategy a key priority for your organization
will put you at a competitive advantage.

THERE ARE GAPS IN
THE MARKETPLACE

Marketers and agencies alike must acknowledge the
existence of deficiencies in the marketplace to ensure
we are prepped for success. Always be sure you are
partnering with the companies that are capable of
providing you with the best level of verification.

LEVERAGE PMP DEALS

By negotiating deals directly with publishers, you will gain
access to your desired supply with high degrees of
confidence in its quality. But, always be cognizant of
potential issues with scale as available inventory and win
rates will impact delivery.

PUBLISHERS ARE TRYING
TO FIGURE OUT
PROGRAMMATIC TOO

There was a lot of fear early on that programmatic was a
“race to the bottom.” This could not be more untrue.
Your partners are willing to test and learn so do not be
afraid to push. And MEC is always here to help!

For questions or to request more information, please contact
James Reynolds (James.Reynolds@mecglobal.com).

www.mecglobal.com

THE BASICS OF
PROGRAMMATIC
Key terminology and technology functions in the
existing programmatic ecosystem from both the
demand and supply sides.

THE CURRENT
PROGRAMMATIC ECOSYSTEM
WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROGRAMMATIC AND REAL TIME BIDDING?
Programmatic is an automated means of
purchasing media. The automation aspect is
determined by rules input by the buyer (CPMs,
performance goals, day of week, etc.) which
can be both relatively straight-forward or
extremely complex.
Programmatic buyers need to use a Demand
Side Platform (DSP), in order to access
inventory. DSPs are user interfaces (UI) which
enables buyers to access and manage multiple
ad and data exchanges simultaneously and
execute their bidding strategies. Those bid
strategies are meant to deliver on the
campaign’s KPIs such Cost-per Acquisition
(CPA).

Real Time Bidding (R TB) is a real-time
auction on a per-impression basis, not all
that dissimilar from Google Adwords’
generalized second-price function used for
rankings in paid search results. RTB allows
Demand (buyers) to submit bids and the
highest bidder wins paying one cent more
than the second highest bid. Publishers are
able to create bidding “floors” so that they
can ensure revenue for impressions made
available to exchanges. The final clearing
price is transparent to the buyer and in
aggregate, become a dynamic C PM or dCPM
as the rate will fluctuate based on the
averaged clearing prices. The buyer’s “win
rate” is a simple calculation of number of
bids won over the number of bids submitted.

HOW TO CATEGORIZE SUPPLY
THERE ARE DIFFERENT WAYS OF ACCESSING PROGRAMMATIC INVENTORY…
Automated Guaranteed: Basically, an Insertion Order (IO) with a publisher executed via a DSP.
Also known as Programmatic Direct/Guaranteed
Unreserved Fixed Rate: Preferred or premium deal made with the publisher. 1:1
Invitation Only Auction: Still deal based with the publisher and with a few other buyers included.
As known as Private Marketplace (PMP)

HOW PRICE IS SET

Open Auction: Available to all buyers and has the greatest scale and efficiency but most risk in
terms of content, viewability, and bots. Does not require any deals

INVITATION
ONLY
AUCTION

AuctionBased

Fixed

AUTOMATION
GUARANTEED

Reserved

OPEN
AUCTION

UNRESERVED
FIXED RATE

Unreserved

TYPE OF INVENTORY

Source: IAB

CURRENT PROGRAMMATIC
ECOSYSTEM
HOW IS SUPPLY MADE AVAILABLE TO DEMAND?
Ad Exchanges (open auction) are pools of inventory that are made available to DSPs and purchased via
RTB. Ad Exchanges have been around for over a decade (Right Media launched in 2006) and the largest
exchange currently, is AdX, owned by Google. Ad Exchanges take an established rate from the publishers
in return for hosting their impressions within their inventory sets. Some impressions are blind, meaning
that the buyer is uncertain what the actual domain may be while other impressions are transparent in
hopes that demand will increase and the winning bids will clear at a higher price. An example might be,
The New York Times sells a homepage 300x250 at a $16 CPM but on an exchange, they may choose to
blind their inventory because they do not want the buyers to know that the same type of impression is
clearing at a $5 CPM. Conversely, The New York Times may choose to be transparent if they think
demand might push the clearing bids above a $16 CPM. Ad Exchanges represent all types of inventory
with the long-tail, smaller domains which occasionally, give the open exchanges a negative connotation.
However, Consumers visit these long-tail domains just as they do large editorial ones. Display, mobile,
native, video, rich media, audio, addressable television are all made available on exchanges.
Supply Side Platforms (SSPs) are very similar to Ad Exchanges except that they typically have proprietary
technology that may help a publisher with its revenue yield. While buyers purchase on a CPM, sellers
manage to a RPM or revenue per thousand ((Clearing Rate – Ad Tech Fee)/1000)). Publishers started
favoring SSPs over Ad Exchanges because of the yield component inherent in the offering. However,
SSPs can be a costly proposition for a publisher with rates soaring as high as 30% of the clearing rate.
That fee is technically a passed through cost to the advertiser meaning more dollars going to ad
technology rather than working media. Neither ad exchange nor SSP rates are not known to the buyers.

Private Marketplaces (PMPs) help solve for some of the woes created by the open exchanges. PMPs
are directly negotiated deals between the buyer and seller (automated guaranteed, unreserved fixed rate
& invitation only auction). The deal terms are defined for the DSP and a unique deal ID is setup enabling
the buyer to access the publisher’s inventory directly, albeit, typically, working with the publisher’s SSP.
The value being that the advertiser has more certainty in what they will be buying and the publisher has a
better understanding of yield based on the negotiated rates as well as comfort knowing that you’re
working with a quality advertiser (not a belly fat ad).

HOW PUBLISHERS MANAGE
SUPPLY
WHAT IS THE “WATERFALL”?
DoubleClick for Publishers (DFP) is a publisher side ad server and has a tremendous share of the
marketplace. DFP has traditionally been the backbone of how publishers manage their revenue yield.
Within DFP, publishers create a priority list or “waterfall” of highest revenue generating sources. For
example, if a publisher sold a sponsorship directly, that buy will have priority over all others in the system.
If there is no sponsorship, there still may have been a directly sold campaign. If there is no directly sold
media, then that’s where things become more interesting as the publisher will need to start to stack
demand sources in order of importance. One publisher may favor AdX over a SSP, like Rubicon Project or
a publisher may choose to work with multiple SSPs as well as ad networks all with the goal of maximizing
their revenue.
Header Bidding is a Javascript-based DFP hack that removes the waterfall. A publisher would need to
institute a Javascript code into the Header of their website (hence the name) which allows all previously
conducted auctions to be evaluated collectively by either the publisher themselves or their SSP partner
of choice in real-time. While there are other mechanical nuances to how Header Bidding could operate
(i.e. server side vs. client side), the end results is still the same which is that the publisher should
experience an increase in revenue as previously lower-prioritized demand in a waterfall could have higher
bids than previously prioritized demand. For buyers, it simply means more impressions being made
available programmatically, albeit, at higher price points in some cases.
Yet, manually managing the waterfall is still the predominate methodology for maximizing yield.

Methods Used By U.S. Publishers to Optimize Their Exchange
Traded (RTB) Revenue Sources
(% of Respondents)
Our internal team updates our RTB revenue
sources manually (e.g. with a waterfall
approach)

We use an external automated optimization
solution
We use an internally created automated
optimization solution
We use header bidding
We do not optimize our sources, but instead
have fixed placements

45.5%

16.9%

13.0%

10.4%

28.6%
Source: eMarketer

